"Power isn't control at all - power is strength, and giving that strength to others. A leader isn't someone who forces others to make him stronger; a leader is someone willing to give his strength to others that they may have the strength to stand on their own." ~Beth Revis~

Are you a current or incoming RESULTS group leader for a global campaigns group? Then this opportunity is just for you!

This training retreat, highlighting our global health campaign work and group leader best practices, will help both veteran and soon-to-be group leaders sharpen their skills, gain even more confidence in their leadership, and build relationships and rapport with fellow leaders.

Each training will be identical – pick the date that works for you.

Topics we’ll cover will (likely) include the following:

- What is a RESULTS global group leader . . . and what is it NOT?
- Essential documents and tools to make your life easier
- Great meeting ingredients
- Quiet Leadership primer
- Vital signs: Group health markers
- Global health campaigns overviews
- And more!

Costs for travel to/from the training city, lodging at training, and on-site meals will be provided by RESULTS. Attendees will pay for ground transport, baggage fees, other food, incidentals, and possible small registration cost to meet grant requirements.

Training location/date options

2. Port Orchard, WA – October 23-25, 2015
3. Indianapolis – April 15-17, 2016

To begin registration process online: [http://tinyurl.com/GLTrainingReg](http://tinyurl.com/GLTrainingReg)

Questions? Contact Lisa Marchal, Senior Global Grassroots Associate, at lmarchal@results.org or 317.529.5182.